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Haptic Sociality 
THE EMBODIED INTE R ACTIVE CONSTIT UTION 

OF INTIMACY THROUGH TO UCH 

Marjorie Harness Goodwin 

Introduction 

In this chapter I investigate how intimate , affiliative, cooperative haptic human soci

ality is accomplished through the intertwining of interacting bodies, frequently with 

language embedded within such frameworks . My focus is on forms of tactile inter

corporeality that serve prosocial purposes . I am concerned with how participants in 

a basic social institution , the family, make use of culturally appropriate tactile com

munication (including the hug, the kiss, and other intertwining s of the body) during 

moments of affectively rich supportive interchanges (Goffinan 1971) or phatic com

munication (Malinowski 1923) in the building of their intimate social relationships. 
Merleau-Ponty (1962) coined the term "intercorporeite" (corporeal inter subjec

tivity) to talk about forms of reciprocal sharing of bodily experience . As he (1962, 

144-145) argues , "We touch the world with our voices, and the world is touched 

by us." Elaborating the reciprocal nature of the experience of touch , he states , 

"When I press my two hands together , it is not a matter of two sensations felt 

together as one perceives two objects placed side by side, but an ambiguous set

up in which both hands can alterna te the role of 'touching ' and being 'touched' " 

(1962, 93). As the individual is a body-subject , our lived experience involves the 
simultaneity of both min d and body. 

Such a microethological pers pective resonates with the way in which Stuart 

(2012, 169), in her discussion of enkinesthesia in human s, argues that it is 

through the "ongoing sensori-affective felt dynamics " of engagement (2012, 169), 

or the "entwined, blended and situated co-affective feeling of the presence of the 
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other," (2012,167) that a "being builds up non-conscious intentional expectations 
about how its world will continue to be for it" (2012, 169) . Stuart (2012, 170) states, 
"We routinely spill over into the bodily experience of others, for it is this which 
establishes the community and reciprocity of our affective co-engagement." 

By inhabiting the other 's activitiy we "develop our sensory and kinesthetic and 
enkinesthetic imagination ." She argues that "agent, world, and action are neces
sarily intricately interwoven and the agent's body, experience, action and world 

together shape the way in which she deals with her everyday pragmatic concerns" 
(2012, 167). Such forms of "enactivism" emphasize nonrepresentationally based 

engagement in the agent 's world. 
Linguistic anthropologists offer ethnographic analysis of how basic forms of 

sociality are co-constructed through touch. Meyer (this volume) provides vivid 

exemplars of inter kinesthetic intercorporeality in his analysis of millet pounding 
by Wolof women of Senegal, an activity that depends on the intertwinement of 
auditory and kinetic perception. Meyer argues for the necessity of examining how 
culture shapes our sensory approach to experience, finding that among the Wolof 

touch and hearing rather than gaze provide the crucial modalities for organiz
ing sociality and achieving intersubjectivity . Examining the "tactics of tactility" 

Hillewaert (2016) finds that in Coastal Kenya, the qualities of subtle push, pull, 
and touch in handshakes are important performative acts. These are implicated 
in the presentation of self, assessment of others, and the negotiation of interper

sonal relations. Hillewaert 's point is that gestures constitute intentionally used 
semiotic techniques rather than prereflective or habituated practices. 

Investigating medical settings, ethnomethodologist Nishizaka (2007) 

describes the multisensorial convergence of speaking, viewing, and touch
ing entailed in interactions between midwife and client in a Japanese midwife 

house. Describing therapeutic practice in Yap, Throop (2012) finds that the sen
sory modality of touch allows for diagnosis of pain. Among Yapese healers and 
patients, tactility is considered a modality for embodied intersubjectivity. 

Regrettably, as Streeck (2009, 210) has argued, there is a serious neglect of 
studying corporeal intersubjectivity within fields of anthropology, "from 'embod

ied cognition ' to cognitive lingui_stics to micro -ethnography: the paradigmatic 
importance of intercorporealit y- of physical contact, care, love, and sexuality

for all human interaction systems has not even begun to be recognized. " As 

argued by Hertenstein (2002 , 74), "the dearth ofliterature ' on the role of touch in 
communication is surprising considering that touch may be an extraordinarily 
powerful sensory system for communication of emotion. " 

In this chapter, through close investigation of the sequential and simultane

ous engagement of bodies interacting with other bodies , I show how orders of 
co-engagement, or types of intimate haptic sociality, emerge in a particular con

text: parent-child interaction in the United States. By looking closely at embodied 
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forms of experience in the world and the emergence of talk-in-interaction within 

them, we can begin to articulate the practices through which affectively rich inti

mate social relationships are established, maintained, and negotiated. 

Data and Methodology 

The particular data I am concerned with are intimate forms of interaction within 

Los Angeles families. As part of UCLA's Center on Everyday Lives of Families 

(CELF), I assisted in the ethnography of the project and videotaping. We collected 

approximately fifty-sixty hours of interaction for each of thirty-two dual earner 

middle-class families over a week's time. Videotaping took place during morn

ings and afternoons/evenings on three separate days (two weekdays and Sunda y) 

and during the morning hours on Saturday. The families, located in the Los 

Angeles area, represented a variety of ethnic backgrounds (African American, 

European American, Asian American, Indian American, Filipino American, 

Cuban American, Japanese American, and Latino) and there were two families of 

two gay dads. Videoethnographic methodology made it possible to record mun

dane talk (Goodwin 1981), physical gestures (Streeck 2009), action (Goodwin 

2000), and routine activities (Tulbert and Goodwin 2011)-all within the house

hold settings where people actually carry out their daily lives (Ochs et al. 2006). 

This rendered possible fine-grained analysis of the sequentially unfolding action 

we observed . Children discu ssed in this chapter range in age between eighteen 

months and eleven years . Names of the participants have been changed to ensure 

anonymity. 

Haptic alignments and entanglements vary across cultures (McKee et al. 

1991; Meyer, this volume; Tahhan 2014), while constituting a central feature of 

being a social animal. Considerable interaction among primates is organized 

with respect to the close positioning ofbodies, facilitating tactile communication 

for attachment , bonding , reconciliation, and play. According to Dunbar (2010, 

263) grooming, a ubiquitous activity among primates , "creates a platform off 

which trust can be built by triggering a cascade of neuro-endocrines that create 

an internal psychological environment facilitating trust." Grooming creates the 

psychological environment that allows for the trading of support (Dunbar 2010, 

261). Perry et al. (2003) find that among capuchin monkeys, tactile interactions 

through finger, tail, ear, and toe sucking, as well as hand-sniffing and the "game" 

of "finger-in the mouth," all provide reciprocal interactions which are important 

for testing social bonds, building alliances, and practicing for future cooperative 

behaviors (2003, 255). 
Haptic alignments in humans build from our primate heritage, but pro

foundly transform it. They are foundational features of interaction, the embodied 
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matrix within which it emerges , rather than something added on to language. 
With respect to the ontogenetic primacy of the tactile sense , at birth touch is 
the most developed sensory modality, and it continues to be fundamental for 
communication throughout the first year oflife (Field 2001). A caregiver's touch 

"is communicative and regulates the infant's perceptions , thoughts , feelings , or 
behaviors " (Hertenstein 2002, 72) . Before children can talk they communicate 
via haptic and other nonvocal means; touch transmits valenced forms of emotion 

as well as specific information (Hertenstein 2002, 71). 

In the first part of this chapter I discuss several ways that intimate bodily contact, 

including hugs , can serve prosocial purposes: forming social bonds by being with 
someone else, reconciliation, comforting, displaying sympathy, positive assessment , 

grooming, and play. I next examine requests for hugs as invitations for displaying 
intimacy and their reciprocal actions; such exchanges constitute the means through 
which participants can propose trading relations of intimacy, which can be ratified 
or denied . Finally, I look at hugs and kisses as features of affectively rich cooperative 
supportive bedtime rituals. During such nighttime engagements we often find a 

particular creaky voice quality (Podesva and Callier 2015), and simultaneous displays 
of heightened forms of intimacy during the hug , as tactile and sound modalities 
mutually elaborate each other. In this paper data are transcribed using the conven

tions of conversation analysis developed by Gail Jefferson and described in Sacks 
et al. (1974), although stress is indicated through bold italics rather than underlining. 

Intimate Intertwining across Contexts 
for Prosocial Activities 

"Being With" and Cudd ling: 
Formin g Social Bonds through Touch 

In the United States forms of intense co-engagement can occur as family mem
bers organize themselves in a close ecological huddle on a sofa or bed, with bodies 
entwined , often with a child sitting next to or lying atop a parent, during book 
reading or while watching television. "Being with" another while cuddling pro

vides an activity in which participants experience intense tactile intercorporeality , 
or sensibility (Levinas 1987 , 118) in prereflective orientations to situations of prox
imity and encounter . Without words children align themselves close to the bodies 

of their parent s. Levinas finds on the level of sensibility a subjectivity that is more 
primordial than rational subjectivity. As explained by Cohen (1981, 201), sensibility 
means that "the subject is entirely self.satisfied, self-complacent, content, suffi
cient. Instead of [rational] synthesis, there are vibrations ; instead of unifications , 

there are excitations . .. a sensational happiness. " In Figure 4 .1 family members 
are filled with the sensations of the others' bodies next to each other while watch
ing television or reading. 
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FIGURE 4 .1 Bodies Together 

Bodies linked to each other haptically constitute rich fields of co-presence. In 

some instances, the primar y intent may be to co-experience each other's bodies. 
In Figure 4 .2 when the child positions herself on top of her mother's chest, Mom 

sighs, "Oh: that's good. That's good." 
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Mom: Oh: that's good . That's good . 

FIGURE 4.2 Mother and Child Lying Together 

Reconciliation 

Primatologist and ethologist Frans de Waal (1989), describing "peace making 

among primates ," has argued that touch plays an important role in the resolution 

ofhostility and aggression. Forms of tactile reconciliation as a post-conflict strategy 

take place through grooming, mounting, and clasping or hugging, and have been 

documented in over twenty nonhuman primate species (Aureli and de Waal 2000). 

Touch is important in repairing human social relationships as well, or in what 

Goffman terms "remedial interchanges" (1971). When a child commits a move 
interpreted as aggressive, such as intentionally stepping on his mother's foot, there 

may be a call for an apology (see line 9 of Figure 4.3) from the parent. In Figure 
4.3 the apology move in the remedial interchange given by seven-year old Mike is 

both verbal ("Sorry," line 10) as well as tactile (a hug , line 13 and back pats, line 14). 

"Hugging it out" is an expression currently used in the United States to refer 

to restoring social relationships through hugs. The Online Urban Dictionar y 

1 Mike: ((steps on his mother's foot as she is tying shoe)) 
2 Mom: Ow. Be careful (please.) 
3 Mike: Does it hurt? 
4 Mom: Were you trying to hurt me? 
5 Mike: No. / was just trying- to see if that hurt. 
6 Mom: Why would you need to know if that hurts 
7 Unless you're trying to hurt me . 
8 Mike: ( ) ((looks away briefly)) 
9 Mom: You owe me an apology for that. 

FIGURE 4.3 Hug as Apology 
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10 Mike: ~orry. 
11 Mom: ors - doing that . 
12 Mike: 0 Here. 
13 ((hugs Mom while she ties her shoe 
14 pats Mom's back 7 times, 

__,, 

15 re-sits on table)) 
16 Mom: Okay. Let's get going, 
17 Tha(h)nk you. Okay? 

FIGURE 4.3 Continued 

defines "hugging it out" as "a way for two people (usually male) to hug one 

another to help one or both get over anger or sadness." Initially used by the char

acter Ari Gold in a 2006 episode of the television comedy Entourage, it is said to 

have meant "a way to make up with friends when you've just accidentally insulted 

them in some way." In the United States following a controversy over foreign pol

icy disagreements between Hilary Clinton and Barack Obama in August, 2014, 

Time Magazine (August 12, 2014) ran the headline "Hilary Clinton Wants to Hug 

it out with Obama ." When the two attended the same event on Martha's Vineyard 

that summer, and the reconciliation did not occur, the New York Post (August 

16, 2014) reported that instead of a "hug-a-thon" a "freeze-a-thon" had occurred. 

Hugs in the LA families studied here are viewed as remedial actions to 

aggressive actions. In Figure 4.4 following a defiant and partially aggressive 

move by Mike (age 7) refusing to do his homework, Mom warned , "If you touch 

me in any way that is not a hug, you're gonna be in bed . Because that is not how 

we express our emotions." After this was said, Mikey moved close to mom's body 

with arms outstretched, and Mom reciprocated by encircling her arms around 
him (line 6). 

2 
3 
4 

Mom: If you touch me in any way 
that is not a hug, 
You're gonna be in bed. 
Because that is not 

5 how we express our emotions. 

6 Mike: ((moves close to Mom and hugs)) 
7 Mom: Okay? All right. Now. 
8 What~ all this crying about. 

FIGURE 4.4 Hugs as an Alternative to Aggression 
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In Figure 4 .4 Mom comforted Mikey with a hug and in addition displayed her 
understanding of her son's discomfort and emotional position by inquiring about 

the reason for his crying. Hugs provide a way of dealing with troubled actions, 

and for transforming possible agonistic actions into acceptable social ones . They 

can also be used to comfort children (e.g., when they fall and hit their head, or cry 

because they do not want to be left off at school). 

Comforting 

In Figure 4.5 an inadvertent mishap, rather than an antagonism, provokes the 

comforting . A special form of tactile interaction-holding , hugging, and kissing 

an injured part of the body-takes place. 

1 ((Becky and Mom collide as Becky walks backwards)) 
2 Mom: You okay? 
3 Becky: [ ((displays pained look on face)) 
4 Becky: 0 No. 
5 Mom: No? 
6 Becky ((shakes head)) 
7 Mom: You want Booboo Bunny? 
8 Becky: Err ((softly moaning, lifts hands to Mom's arms)) 

9 Mom: You want Booboo Bunny? ((lifts Becky in arms)) 
10 Becky: Mm hmph! ((moaning)) 
11 Mom: Hm? 
12 Becky: Emph! 
13 Mom: ((kisses face)) Yes? ((kisses face)) Lemme see. 
14 Mom: ((puts Becky on bed.)) 
15 Becky: ((moaning)) Mmmmm Mph! ((holds up foot)) 
16 Mom: Can you sho(hh)w me where? ((holds foot)) 
17 Becky: ((points to place on foot)) 
18 Mom: You want Booboo Bunny? 
19 ((kisses foot)) 

20 Mom: ((goes to get Booboo Bunny)) 

FIGURE 4.5 Parent Embraces Child to Comfort Her 

Here Mom provides comfort for her 6-year old daughter Becky, who has col

lided with her in the bedroom . Mom immediately asks if she is "okay," and when 

Becky says "0 No," Mom proposes to get "Booboo Bunny" (line 9), a soft doth (com
mercially available) toy, to provide comfort. Mom plants kisses on her daughter's 

face (line 13); and when Becky shows her mom where she is hurt , also applies 

kisses to the hurt on her foot (line 19). Emotional as well as physical forms of 
hurts are attended to through extending embraces that show care. In the midst of 

moments of pain or suffering touch provides a unique sensory modality as it can 
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bring "what is felt into proximity with feeling" (Wyschogrod 1981, 25). Through 

expressions of "sympathy" (from the Greek word sympatheia, meaning "moving 

and feeling with"), matching mutually supportive emotions in response to others ' 

expressions or implicit requests for comfort provide cohesion to the social group 

(Trevarthen 2005, 59). 

This engagement with the other can be achieved through an array of diverse 

sensory modalities, attunements, and practices. In Figure 4.6 we see how sympathy 

is achieved through tactile intercorporeality , the intertwining of bodies. The sce

nario is as follows. Mom expresses her feelings that it was unfair that her eight-year

old daughter Aurora had received stickers from the CELF team and she had not. 

Aurora initially gazed at her mom and laughed in response to her mom's statement 

Oine 2). Mom then complains that this does not constitute an appropriate form of 

response ("That's not.funny. I needed stickers too," line 3). She continues gazing 

toward Aurora and offers moral justification for her unhappiness: "I don't think 

that 's fair" Oine 5). These added segments hold the action in place until Aurora 

approaches her mom and produces a comforting next action, an embrace (line 6). 

Mom: How come they didn't give me any stickers. 
2 Aurora: Heh heh heh heh heh! 
3 Mom: That's not funny. I needed stickers too! 
4 Aurora: MMmmmm! 
5 Mom: I don 't think that's fair. 
6 Aurora: ((puts arms around Mom, sits on lap)) 
7 Mom: Do you think that was discrimination? 
8 Aurora: Discrimination? 
9 Mom: Yeah. [That means like when you are 

10 Aurora: What-
11 Mom: Treated differently because of your age , 
12 What you look like, 
13 Aurora: ((nods)) teah! 
14 Mom: If you're a girl, if you 're a guy, 
15 Aurora: Oh Yeah. Because of- Yeah. Because of 
16 the age. 
17 Mom: Because they thought about like-

FIGURE 4.6 Child Uses Hug to Comfort Parent 

Here symp athy is not the product of a representational form of understand

ing; rather the hug Aurora gives her mom provides an embodied orientation of 

interaffectivity (Fuchs, this volume), or mutual bodily resonance towards another 

person 's lived experience. With these two last examples we find ways in which 

touch is consequential to the remedying of a physical or emotional hurt someone 

feels. The embrace (Figure 4.6) as well as kisses and soft touch (Figure 4.5) pro
vide ways of displaying concern for how the other feels. 
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Celebration and Positive Assessment 

Hugs can also be used as celebratory actions, providing embodied positive assess
ments of a child's achievements. In Figure 4 .7 when 9-year old Amy shows her dad 
Poppy the "Principal's Award" she received for her school achievements, Poppy 
exclaimed loudly and excitedly, "YOU GOT AN AWAR D! " This was followed by 

a enthusiastic response cry, produced with an extended vowel: "YA HOO::::::!" 
(line 4). Poppy responds to the child 's announcement with an assessment that 
applauds the specialness of Amy's achievement: "The Principal's Award, That's 

no small award!" (line 7). As Poppy says "Congratulatio::ns!" (line 12) he initiates 

a strong embrace , which Amy quickly reciprocates (line 12). 

Poppy's talk in lines 9 and 12 is produced with dynamic pitch excursions (vis

ible in the pitch contours above line 9 and the vowel elongation over the last syl
lable of the word "Congratulatio: :ns!" in line 12) that match the intensity of the 
tactile dimension of celebration: Amy and Poppy's sustained, full-bodied hug . 
Through her smiling, jumping, and clapping (line 2), Amy initially displays her 

sheer joy on being able to relay her accomplishment to her parent . Poppy recipro
cates with excited requests for elaboration (lines 6-7), positive assessments (lines 
9, 11), and a celebratory "Congratulatio: :ns." The homecoming announcement 

culminates in an extended, all-encompassing embrace. 

2 Amy: 
3 Poppy: 
4 
5 Amy: 
6 Poppy: 
7 
8 Amy: 

((doorbell rings and Amy runs in holding letter)) 
READ! READ! ((smiling,jumping)) ((claps hands)) 
Wha(hh)t. [ ((reads letter)) 
YOU GOT AN A WARD! YA HOO::::::! 

[{{jumps up and down excitedly)) 
For what! For what! 
For wha:t! ((hugs Amy with left arm)) 
It's um, the Principal 's Award. 

p.JJ 
F: ttie:: principal's awa::rd. tha t\ no , m..i award 

9 Poppy: The Principal 's Award. That's no small award! 
10 Amy: Hm, 
11 Dad: Wo::::::w, That's this- Oh it's next Friday. 

12 Dad: Congratulatio::ns! ((Amy and Dad embrace)) 

FIGURE 4.7 Celebratory Hug upon Receiving an Award 
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Grooming 

In addition to practices of reconciliation, comforting, displaying sympathy , and 

celebration , grooming constitutes a basic form of cooperative haptic action. 

Grooming affords the opportunity for bodies to be in close configurations vis

a-vis one another. During hair care an alignment of bodies front-to-back can 

quickly shift so that two individuals are in close face-to-face proximity with one 

another, allowing for considerable parental control. In Figure 4.8 when eight-year 

old daughter Aurora turns toward mom (line 7), it is possible for the two to gaze 

into each other's eyes, kiss , and provide intimate touch. 

Aurora responds to Mom's intimate bodily expression oflove "I love you" (line 

10) with an equally intimate utterance, "Mommy" (line 11), a term of endearment 

that is produced at a high pitch. Stross (2013, 147) has argued that voice pitch can 

be used to iconically signal size, age, and gender . Through her choice of address 

term as well as prosody, Aurora constitutes herself as a small girl, enthusiastic to 

receive her mom 's affection. Here , in addition, with a panting noise and jumping 

up and down (line 13), Aurora expresses her excitement on hearing her mom's 

plans for taking a trip to the Central Library. Through their embodied actions 

Aurora and Mom match each other's affective alignment to the current activity. 

1 Mom: 
2 
3 
4 Aurora: 
5 Mom: 
6 

7 Aurora : 
8 Mom: 
9 Aurora: 

10 Mom: : 
11 Aurora: 

12 Mom : 
13 Aurora: 
14 Mom: 

FIGURE 4.8 

((puts rubber band on Aurora 's pony tail)) 
Honey we're gonna have to put your hair 
in braids tonight . (1.0) 0 Okay? 
All right. 
Let me see you. 
((Mom pats Aurora's head)) 

((turns to face Mom, tilts head and smiles)) 
((pulls Aurora's face towards her & kisses her)) 
Mm! 

((caresses Aurora's face)) I love you. 
((high pitched)) Mommy! 

(3.0) 
Ready to go to the Central Library? 
((pants like a dog, jumping up and down)) 
It's gonna be so: cool, 
From Grooming to Affection 

I 
!fi j:._ 
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Play: The Musicality of Intimac y 

Trevarthen (2010) proposes that alert infants demonstrate powers of innate 

intersubjective sympathy shortly after birth . He states , "We are born to gener
ate shifting states of self-awareness, to show them to other persons, and to pro
voke interest and affectionate responses from them" (Trevarthen 2010, 119). Such 

types of interactions resonate with what Schutz (1951) in his work on "making 
music together " describes as a form of reciprocal sharing that occurs when peo

ple live through a "vivid present " together. Schutz (1951, 177-178) states , "Only 
within this experience does the Other 's conduct become meaningful to the part

ner tuned in on him-that is, the Other 's body and its movements can be and are 
interpreted as a field of expression of events within his inner life." 

In his work on "Rhythm in Discourse " Erickson (2013, 1) argues that speech 

is "experienced as a succession of 'now' moments , each 'now ' preceded by an 
immediately past moment ." He argues that it is the rhythmic organization of 
timing that permits us to organize conjoint actions together. The prominence 
points of behavior (both verbal and nonverbal) allow the auditor to anticipate 
an upcoming "now" moment and to coordinate actions with another. Gratier 

and Apter-Danon (2009, 310) make explicit use of a musical metaphor , "spon
taneous communicative musicality ," in their descrip tion of repetitive and var
ied coordinated cross-modal rhythmic patterns in interaction between mother 

and infant. An instance of such coexperienced musicalit y occurs in Figure 4.9 , 

Mike: Hey Mom. 
(0.4) 

2 Mom: What. 
(0.8) 

3 Mike: Beep! ((taps her in the nose)) 
4 Bink! 

(1.0) 

5 Mom: Hey Mike. 
(1.4) 

6 Mike: What. 

(2.2) 

7 Mom: ((does reciprocal nose tap)) 

Bink/ 
8 Mike: eh heh heh! 

FIGURE 4.9 Face Play as Musicality 
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during a Saturday morning bedtime activity; Mother and son (age 7) displa y 
a rhythmic give and take in bouts of gently tapping one another on the nose 

while in bed . 
Bodies working together produce coordinated action that allows for 

smooth transitions from one activity frame to a next , as is visible in Figure 
4.10. Although getting a young child on board for a shift from a play activity 
to a more serious frame of reading (leading to bedtime) can be challenging , it 

can be accomplished through skillful embodied coordination. In Figure 4 .10 

we find bouts of face play coordinated through rhythmic give-and-take as 18-
month-old Roxanne holds her mom's face while Mom speak s. After phrase s of 
Mom's "Bus driver , bus driver , open the door." or "Momm y momm y my pigta ils 
are too tight ," Roxanne responds with response crie s. Rather than propo sing an 

abrupt shift from play to bedtime activity (reading) through a directive , Mom 
tells baby Roxanne that the bu s driver character in the play frame is "off work" 

(line 3) and he 's "all done" (lines 6 , 8). Roxanne responds to Mom in line s 2 

and 5 with utter ances produced with rising intonat ion (hearable as reque sts 
for confirmation); in line 9 Roxanne explicitly reque sts confirmation of thi s 
scenario with "All done?" and gears into the new framework of orientation . In 
response to Mom's official agenda of the evening "Let's finish the book so we 

can go nigh- night ." (lines 10 , 13), Roxanne subsequentl y moves her body into a 
nestling position vis-a-vis Mom to allow a new activity to take form (the fourth 
frame of the transcript). 

Mother and Roxanne have played "bus driver" 
1 Mom : All done . 
2 Rox: Ee::::? 
3 Mom : The bus driver 's off work . 
4 Mom : He's a:11 gone . 
5 Rox: Ah:: ? 
6 Mom : ~II done. All do(hh~hhhh)ne . hnh-hnh-hnh -hnh 
7 Rox: °Kay ((R lets go of Mom's face)) 
8 Mom : All done: . 
9 Rox: All done ? 

10 Mom: All done . Let's finish the book so we can go nigh-night. 
11 Rox: Kl Book. 
12 Rox: Okay. 
13 Mom: [ We gotta fini sh it so you can go nigh- night. 
14 Rox: Mmmm. 
15 Mom : Okay(hhh). 

FIGURE 4.10 The Body as a Tactile Field 
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As Wyschogrod (1981, 26, 39) explains, "the body as a whole is the tactile 
field" sensitive to pressure, temperature, and surface qualities (Wyschogrod 

1981, 39). The closeness of bodies in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 allows a rhyth
mic give-and-take, an interkinesthetic intercorporeality (Stuart 2012) through
out these sequences as one move is answered by a subsequent move with both 

verbal and embodied action . It is in just such forms of coordination and act
ing together, as in the face games that parents and children play, that mean

ingful types of embodied intersubjective experience (Malloch 1999; Malloch 
2005; Trevarthen 1999) or sensual "momen ts of meeting" (Stern 2004) are 
co-constructed . 

Haptic Supportive Interchanges 

In his essay "The Problem of Meaning in Primitive Languages," Malinowski 
(1923, 314-316) outlined the social function of everyday conversational ritu
als as a means of establishing "bonds of personal union between people," 

treating talk as a "mode of action" rather than as "an instrument of reflec

tion." Forms of greetings, rather than being significant for their propositional 
content, provide a way of "breaking the silence" deemed "alarming and dan

gerous" to establish "links offellowship" (1923, 313). Senft (2009,227) explic
itly comments that the term "phatic" can be viewed in ethological terms, 
when he states , "Thus, Malinowski 's concept of 'phatic' (from Greek phatos , 

'spoken') communion highlights-what ethologists would call-the 'bond

ing function' of language.'" Laver (1981, 310) goes beyond the functionalist 
depiction Malinowski provides of "phatic" rituals when he states that "phatic 

communion ( ... ] allows the participants to feel their way towards the work
ing consensus of their interaction [ ... ], partly revealing their perception and 
their relative social status." Laver agrees with Malinowski that the types of 

information exchanged during encounters such as greetings are far from ref
erential. But he adds importantly that phatic rituals allow participants to cali
brate how they stand with regard to one another. The ways that interpersonal 
relationships are managed index the social identities of participants relative 

to one another. 
While Malinowski was principally concerned with the verbal features of 

phatic communication, Goffman, in his discussion of "supportive interchanges" 

(1971, 62-94) discusses an array of visual, verbal, and embodied behaviors 
that are used as supportive acts, or positive rituals, through which someone 

can affirm the social relationship between doer and recipient, and pay a form 
of ritual homage through "offerings" which involve coming close in some 

way to the recipient (1971, 63). To improperly perform the ritual is a slight. 
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Performing a supportive interchange or communicative routine (Peters and 

Boggs 1986) should be viewed as an interactive achievement, developing "out of 
structured sets of alternative course or directions which the talk and interaction 

can take" (Schegloff 1986, 114). 

"I Need a Hug" 

Hugs are forms of haptic exchange that occur in association with greetings and 

farewells. Both are important forms of affective displays that convey regard for 
another person at crucial junctures in the day, upon reunion (Campos et al. 

2009 ; Goodwin 2015; Ochs and Campos 2013) or separation (Sirota 2006). While 
greetings in face-to-face encounters look forward to a period of increased access 
(waking up , coming home from school), rituals of farewell mark decreased access 
(saying goodbye in the morning as the child leaves for school or is dropped off at 
school, or goodnight at the end of the day). 

A constellation of embodied displays oflove occur in the family during such 
exchanges: special terms of address express ing endearment are used, pitch and 

voice are modulated to express heightened forms of affect, and various sorts of 
haptic actions- including hugs , kisses, body taps , and other displays of inti
macy and affirmation-are employed. These interactions are initiated with ver

bal requests as well as with embodied actions that invite the other to participate 
in an act of intimacy. 

In the twenty-first century in the United States it is not uncommon for a child 

or parent to comment "I need a hug" or "Gimme a hug " when they feel lonely 
or want bodily contact with a family member. In Figure 4.11 right before dinner 

Becky announces "I feel very lonely." (line 1); Dad sympathizes with Becky, com
menting "Do you feel lonely? In the middle of the family?" Becky approaches her 
dad, she snuggle s next to him , and Dad embraces Becky. After Mom questions 
"You feel lonely?" Qine 4) Dad begins to disembrace , saying, "All right." Walking 
in the direction of her mother, Becky clarifies, "I just need as hug" (lines 6, 9). 

Becky does not demand a hug , but formulates her request as a statement of per
sonal need. Mom responds immediately, asking if she also needed a hug from 

her Qine 7) as well. 
In Figure 4 .11 we see that when Mom states ,"0 You love the family . Yeah" in 

line 11, she speaks it with a particular voice qualit y, creaky voice, indicated by 
the tilde(-), and in a barely audible, whispered tone , as indicated by the degree 

sign. According to Gordon (2001, 163), "creaky voice is characterized by irreg
ularly spaced glottal pulses and reduced acoustic intensity relative to modal 
voice." The creakiness is visible on a spectrogram through the striations, or 
visible thick black vertical separated lines at the lowest formants , contrastive 
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Becky: 
2 Dad: 
3 Becky: 
4 Mom: 
5 Dad: 
6 Becky: 
7 Mom : 
8 
9 Becky: 

10 Mom: 
11 
12 
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I feel very lonely. 
Do you feel lonely? In the middle of the fami ly? 
I feel very lonely::. 
You feel lonely? 
All right. 
I just need a hug:. 
You need a hug from me too? 
Come here. 
I need a hug from- al/ the family. 
Oka(hh)y. 

[-
0 You love the family. Yeah.

((kisses Becky's head)) 

Creaky voice= -

You love the fa::mily 

FIGURE 4.11 "I just need a hug ." 

Yeah. 

to displays of modal voice, in which the formants would be more spread out. 
According to Catford (1964, 32) the laryngeal setting "creaky voice" gives the 

auditory impression of a "rapid series of taps , like a stick being run along a 
railing ." Creaky voice occurs in the midst of Mom's hugging her daughter . 

Repetitively we find throughout sequences of intimacy that participants pro
duce creaky voice, a type of voice quality that indicates that the interaction at 
hand is geared precisely to the immediate participant and the particular inti
mate moment of tactile interaction in which they are involved. Creaky voice, as 
well as low pitch and amplitude , mutually elaborate the form of intimacy that 

is occurring here. 
Requests for a hug require for their performance movement of the body 

of the other into orientation with the party requesting the hug. In Figure 4 .12 
ten-year-old Leslie's invitation to hug , produced with outstretched arms and 
her utterance "Gimme a hug?" (frame A) is accepted by her 18-month-old 

baby Roxanne, who crawls on the bed to reach her sister (frame B). The hug is 
performed in stages until both bodies become tightly entangled. Leslie's out

stretched arms are well coordinated with her vocalization of a request, with an 
elongated vowel on "hu:::g" produced as Roxanne moves toward Leslie. First the 

baby approaches and positions her body atop that of her sister (frame C). After 
the older sister Leslie puts her arms around Roxanne , the baby nestles closer, 

eventually putting her arms around Leslie's body (frame D). Congruent forms 
of bodily behavior and talk demonstrate highly affective orientations toward 
the hug. 



A 

B 
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C 

Gimme a hug? 
I wanna hu::g. 

FIGURE 4.12 Embodied Response to "Gimme a hug" 

D 

While hugs can be requested at any time of the day when someone feels in 

need of compassion, requests for a hug often tend to cluster in association with 

bedtime routines, in the child's bedroom. Most hugs in our sample were initiated 

by females, moms, or sister caretakers. Two examples show moms on the floor of 

a child's bedroom in preparation for putting the child to bed when invitations to 

hug occur. In Figure 4.13 Mom summons her seven-year-old son with extended 
arms; in response Mike sits on top ofhis mom's lap. Using creaky voice to produce 

her utterance "- I need a hug-" she requests a hug from him. A nasal soun d then 
prefaces her kiss, followed by an explicit proclamation oflove: "Ilove you." Such 

statements are not uncommon among parents and children in the United States. 

Mom: 
Mike: 

-/ need a hug.
Just a little one. 

FIGURE 4.13 Mom's Request for a Hug 

Mom: Mmmm 
((kiss))/ love you . 
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Alternativel y, a child can request a hug from a parent seated on the floor with 

"I need a hug." In Figure 4.14 in response to six-year old Cynthia's request for a 

hug , Mom produces the word "-Oh:-" in her utterance "-Oh :- zhe baby." Using 

creaky voice, she attends to the interaction as intimate. 

Precisely at the moment Cynthia's body touches Mom's chest, Mom produces 

talk that displays her affective stance, with a response cry and a term of endear

ment, saying "-Oh::- zhe baby." In so doing she displays her intense involvement 

at the precise point of the intertwining of bodies. That such frames of interaction 

involving voice quality may change quite quickly (Sicoli 2010) is readily observable 

from the talk that follows, which, by comparison with the talk that preceded this, is 

produced in a very loud high pitched voice. Afraid that Mom will tickle her, Cynthia 

blurts out "BETTER HOLD MY HAND NOW." Mom then follows with a loud, high 

pitched statement about the irony of such a comment: "WHY CAN'T I JUST HUG 

YOU?" Mom's face switches from one with eyes closed and display of deep inner 

involvement (frame B) to a laughing face (visible in frame D). 

1 Cyn: Hug. 
2 Mom: Okay. Uh:::['-
3 Cyn: I need a [hug. 
4 Mom: Okay. 

ouw 

:E 
e 

t 
B 

0 

zhe 
5 Mom : -Oh:-, zhe baby. 
6 Cyn: BETIER HOLD MY [HAND NOW. 
7 Mom : eh heh heh-heh! 

C 

8 WHY CAN'T I JUST HUG YOU? ((falsetto)) D 

FIG u RE 4. 14 Child's Request for a Hug 

As bedtime routines typically include hugs and kisses, requests for hugs are 
common when a child is already situated in bed. These generally are near the clo

sure of elaborated routines of settling the child down for the evening and provide 

moves that signal a bedtime routine closure. In Figure 4.15 after several minutes 

of talking playfully to his eight-year old son Daniel on his lap on a chair in the 

child's bedroom, and cuddling with him, Dad tucks his son in his bed and kisses 
him goodnight. Dad opens up a potential closing of the routine by stating "Alright 
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Dad: ((kisses Dan's face, 
arranges covers on Dan's bed)) 

2 Alright Dude? I'll see you in the morning? 

3 Dan: Daddy? 
4 Dad: Yeah. 
5 Dan: Hug, hug. 
6 Dad: Okay. ((hugs Dan)) 
7 Mm mm mm mm. ((on Dan's face)) 
8 Special guy . 
9 Sleep late tomorrow. 

10 Like till six thirty. 

FIGURE 4 .15 A Child' s Request for a Bedtime Hug 

Dude?," making use of a boundary marker, or pre-closing ("Alright"), as well as an 

affectionate address term ("Dude"). Dad next orients towards an anticipated reunion 

the following day with his "We'll see you in the morning?" As the father is about to 

leave the room Daniel , using an affectionate address term, "Daddy," requests a hug, 

with "Hug, hug." 0ine 5) Dad in turn shows his affection towards his child by lying 

down close to him and embracing him while planting kisses on his cheek, using the 

nasal sounds "Mm mm mm mm," and an affectionate address term, "special guy." 

Request s for kisses and hugs can be reciprocal. Figure 4.16 provides an exam

ple of a mother asking her child for a kiss during a final bedtime routine. Using 

creaky voice over the utterance, through voice quality she displays a form of 

heightened affect as she embraces her child. Upon the completion of the kiss , her 

seven-year old daughter makes a request for a hug. 

((after saying good night to older daughter)) 
1 Mom: -Gimme a kiss.-
2 M&C: ((kiss)) 
3 Mom: -I'll- see you in the morning. 
4 Cyn: Hey-eh -eh eh yo . 

Gimme a hug. 

5 Mom: 0 Okay. 
6 M&C: ((hug)) 

7 Cyn: eh heh -heh hah-hah! 
8 Ah: hih-hih-hih! .hh heh-heh! 
9 Mom: Goto sleep. 

Creaky voice = -

FIGURE 4.16 Mom's Request for a Kiss at Bedtime 
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In addition to explicit requests for hugs and kisses, the extended arms of a 

child or parent may propose the entry into the bedtime closing routine ; as an 

initiation of an intention movement (Andren, this volume), open arms invite the 

other to join in the hug. As Father enters the room in Figure 4 .17, six-year old 

Cynthia addresses him with "0 Papa " in a low voice. Afterward both Cynthia and 

Dad extend their arms towards one another. Simultaneously Mom says good

night to her older daughter Michelle. The good night routines are articulated 

with embodied displays of tenderness that match the intimacy of the terms of 

endearment used to address kin. 

1 Dad: ((enters bedroom)) --2 Cynthia: 0 Papa. 
3 r{(extends arms to embrace Dad)) 
4 Mom: l.f(to Michelle)) Okay. I'll see 
5 you in the mornin? 
6 Mom: ((kiss)) Good r1ight? 
7 Dad: LWHOA! Cynthia::! 
8 ((As Cynthia leans over to hug Dad)) 
9 Dad: Get off my back girl! 

10 Dad/Cyn: ((kiss)) 
11 Dad: 0 Now I lay me down to sleep 
12 I pray the Lord my soul to keep. 
13 Cyn: ((assumes prayer position with 
14 folded hands)) 

FIG u RE 4 .17 Requesting a Kiss with Outstretched Arms 

Simultaneously Mom embraces older daughter Michele (age ten), as she says 

"Okay. I'll see you in the mornin?," kisses her, and then says "Good night?" The 

tactile intensity of Cynthia's hug is the topic of Dad's talk. While Cynthia leans 

over the top of her bunk bed to tightly hug her dad, the hug is so intense that Dad 

cries out,"WHOA! Cynthia::! Get off my back girl" (lines 7 and 9). After a good 
night kiss Cynthia and Dad recite the Lord's Prayer together (line 11). 

Doing Intimacy in Nighttime Closing Salutations 

Through the concurrent activities of touch , close alignment of bodies, prosody 

(pitch, amplitude, voice quality), and loving talk, parents and children close off 

their evening encounters with talk that speaks to affection for the other. An array 

of diverse elements are used in constituting the performance of rituals of "good 

night." Generally, the closing is initiated with "Good night," "Night night" (for 

younger children), or pre-closing boundary markers such as "Okay" or "Alright." 

In addition to the hug, parents use special address terms such as "baby," "little 
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boy," "Sweetie," "Sweet," "Sweetie Pie," "Buddely," and "Dude," while children 

generally use "Papa" and "Mama." Parents orient toward a future time of sleep 

with expressions of well wishes for sleeping , through instructions to their chil
dren to "sleep tight" or "sweet dreams. " An explicit expression of love ("I love 
you") is often expressed and there is an orientation to reunion the next day with 
expressions such as ''I'll see you in the morning. " 

The timbre of the interaction may shift in its course and have its own dra

matic arc. In Figures 4.18 Mom moves towards a closing with "-Did you have a 
good day?-" Qine 1) produced in creaky voice. This utterance is paired with the 

gentle caresses that Mom gives Becky on her forehead Qine 4), as well as the 
softly spoken utterance "Sweet dreams" (line 5) produced also in creaky voice (as 
indicated by the tildes), and prefaced with a kiss. Both forms of touch (the caress 
and a delicate kiss) provide soothing actions that could well work towards closure 
of the evening's activity of putting the child to bed. 

Although Mom attempted to close down the evening 's activities , Becky 
subsequentl y opens up a reciprocal respon se to Mom's "Sweet dreams" (line 

5) with "Sweet dreams you- Don't let the dreams- (0.4) bug s bite" Oines 6-7). 
Becky ties to her mom' s utterance with a return "sweet dream s" as well as her 
own version of the first line of the bedtime poem "Don't let the bed bugs bite ." 

Simultaneousl y Mom bends down towards Becky and proposes "Hug?" Qine 8). 
Becky responds to the hug with vocalizations that gain increa sing amplitude 
as Mom kisses Becky with loud smacks to the face sixteen times , with Becky's 
vocalizations changing in the course from "Ah, EE, EE::: E" to "Ouf, ouf, ouf" 

(line 11). 
Becky next requests that a new round of haptic action s be performed on 

her body: "Now, kiss tickle torture=okay? " (line 15) Mom asks what variety of 
torture her child would like: "Just tickle torture? " Becky proposes "Just kiss 
tickle torture ." Mom agrees to produce this ritual, asking where she'd like it 
performed . When it is decided that Becky's tumm y will get the tickle torture , 
Mom kisses Becky's tummy eighteen times while Becky produces high pitched 

laughter (lines 12 and 14). Mom then ends the tickle torture , bounding it off, 
with "Okay" and "all right" and a meta-commentar y on the energetic , laugh
filled tickle activity with, "enough riling up for the night ." Riling up is viewed 

as contrastive to calmly guiding children into a culturall y appropriate encoun
ter with sleep . 

It is only then , with the utterances from a prototypical set of intimate bed

time routine moves occurring in lines 36-39 , that closure is approached . These 
include (1) "-I love you-" (with creaky voice), (2) "Gimme a kiss .," (3) "Mwah! " (the 
vocalized performance of a kiss) and (3) "Sweet dreams my love." The progression 
through calm, to chaos, to calm was interactively co-orchestrated by Mom and 
Becky. 



1 Mom: -Did you have a good day?-
2 Becky: Yes. 
3 Mom: Mmhm . 
4 Mom : ((caresses Becky's forehead)) 
5 Mom : ((kiss)) - Sweet dreams.-
6 Becky: Sweet dreams you - .h 
7 [ Don't let the dreams-(0.4) bugs bite . 
8 Mom : Hug? 
9 Mom: ((Mom and Becky hug)) 

10 Becky: .hAh : 
11 Becky: [Ah, EE, EE:::, EE, 
12 Mom : ((kisses Becky loudly 7 times)) 
13 Becky: [Ouf. Ouf. Ouf. 
14 Mom : ((kisses Becky loudly 9 times)) 
15 Becky: Now, kiss tickle torture .=okay? 
16 Mom: Just tickle torture? 
17 Becky: Just- No no. Just kiss tickle torture. 
18 Mom: Kissy torture? 
19 Becky: Yeah. hnh hnh! 
20 Mom: On your tummy? 
21 Becky: Uh:, anywhere. hah hah 
22 Mom: How about on your tummy. 
23 Mom : How's [that. 
24 Becky: heh-heh-heh-heh! 
25 Mom : [Okay. 
26 Becky: eh heh! 
27 Mom : Ready? 
28 Becky: Eh heh-hah! 
29 Mom: *hh (i(kisses Becky's tummy 78 times)) 
30 Becky: hih-hih-hih-hih-hah Hah hah hah! 
31 Becky: Heh heh 
32 Mom : Okay. 
33 Becky: hih-hih 
34 Mom : *h Alright. Enough riling up for the night. 
35 Becky: eh heh heh! 
36 Mom: -I love you. -
37 ~imme a kiss. 
38 Becky: ood night. 
39 Mom: Mwah! Sweet dreams my love. 

FI GUR E 4 .18 Kiss Tickle Torture 
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A Plea for Embracing Touch in Studies 
of Human Interaction 

Touch plays a crucial role in intimacy, attachment, bonding , emotional com

munication, and compliance in humans (Hertenstein et al. 2006, 5). Touch has 

been argued to have both "phylogenetic and ontogenetic primacy" (Burgoon et 

al. 1996; Hertenstein et al. 2006, 6) with respect to other sensory modalities. If 

we accept that cooperation sits at the heart of human language (Dor et al. 2014; 

Goodwin 2013; Goodwin in press; Tomasello 2008), then when organizing one's 

body in relation to another's body (as infants and mothers do) patterns of coopera

tive action emerge which could have provided an environment that promoted the 

emergence of symbols . For infants, touch is the most developed sensory modal

ity, and throughout the first year of life it is critical for communication (Field 

2001); intersubjective relationships are formed through embodied intercorporeal 
ways of being and acting in the world throughout the lifespan. 

Previous studies of the use of touch in family and school interaction have 

focused on (1) embodied ways of socializing the child during instruction 

(Burdelski 2010; Cekaite 2015, 2016; de Leon 2011; Moore 2013; Tulbert and 

Goodwin 2011) and (2) the embodied maneuvering of the child's body in order 

to orchestrate their participation to get thing s done within directive trajectories 

(Cekaite 2010, 2015; Goodwin 2006 ; Goodwin and Cekaite 2014). Here my inter

est, complementary with these previous studies, concerns the intertwining of 

the bodies of family members during affectively rich engagements of intimacy. 

I have described a range of practices of tactile intercorporeality through which 

intimate social relationships can be formed. By hanging out together, sitting or 

lying together in bed or on the couch (while viewing television or listening to a 

parent read a book) family members enjoy unplanned, non-instrumental, sen
suously rich moments of being together and social bonding; in such moments 

talk is often incidental. Giving hugs (and other surrogate forms of touch, such 

as a soft Boohoo bunn y) constitute comforting moves that can be used to calm 

someone in distress . In the midst of an adversarial exchange in which someone 

is positioned as the offending party, hugs by the offender provide forms of reme

dial actions, as they indicate a form of affective state alternative to confrontation. 

Hugs can also be utilized to display forms of sympathy towards someone who 

feels wronged or slighted. Hugs of reconciliation, comfort , and sympathy can 

occur in the absence of words as the action itself is treated as performing caring. 

Hugs that celebrate the accomplishments of another frequently occur in conjunc

tion with a positive assessment. Grooming , also a form of care, allows for close 

contact with the hair and face of another which can swiftly transition to caresses 

and expressions of love. Tactile play with hands and face affords rhythmic give 
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and take between participants that permits close synchronizing of reciprocal 
moves that communicate both close attunement and trust. 

Hugs , intertwinings of bodies with other bodies , are considered practices 
for demonstrating solidarity, and in the United States are requested explicitly 

by family members when they feel lonely, or in need of affection. In the United 
States hugs are treated as a medium of exchange, something "needed" by a seeker 

of a hug, which can be reciprocated by the recipient of a request for a hug. Family 
members have options for collaborating in a kula ring of supportive interchanges 
throughout the day at points of transition. Outstretched arms, as intention move

ments intrinsically coding (Ekman and Friesen 1969) a reciprocal move result
ing in an embrace, as well as explicit verbal requests, invite the recipient of the 
request for a hug to enter into a state of mutual embrace which may vary in 

duration as well as intensity; cross-modal rhythmic patterns (Gratier and Apter
Danon 2009) permit the achievement of coordinating actions together. Though 
we cannot know the form of tactile sensations which the co-huggers experience, 
we can often hear from the voice quality of the adult (for the most part, a female 

in child-parent interactions, as in Figure 4.11, Figure 4.13, Figure 4.14, Figure 
4.18) participating in the hug the intensity of the parent's feeling of bodies in 
contact with each other. We find in intense moments of intercorporeality when 
bodies intertwine that voice quality changes to creaky voice, pitch is lowered, and 
faces become more dreamlike ; a universe is co-constructed that is for just these 

individuals. A creaky voice quality at low volume not only reverberates sound but 
also generates a catlike purring bodily sensation for those in close contact. This 

voice quality, unlike the modal voice preceding or following the intense tactile 
sensation, provides an audible display of the deeply moving altered state of the 
adult in the interaction. All of these sensory modalities involved in tactile inter

corporeality mutually elaborate one another in the performance of action. 
Hugs provide instances ofhaptic sociality that require the joint participation 

of two parties to the action . The hug is sequentially orchestrated, step by step; the 
performance of the hug requires simultaneous embodied engagement in recipro
cal action. Although someone may propose entry into a hug through outstretched 

arms or verbal requests, participants may respond in a variety of ways: rejecting a 
kiss or displaying antagonism rather than enthusiasm through the face and body. 
Children may distance themselves from the action by refusing to perform the 

invited actions. Extended arms that receive no reciprocal action resemble greet
ings that receive no greeting return. The ways in which these affectively charged 
engagements occur provide windows into the affective life of a family, as children 
(or parents) choose to participate eagerly, with resistance, or refusal to engage in 

the proposed action. 
Aristotle, in "De Anima, " deemed touch to be the most universal of the 

senses. He countered Plato, who both extolled sight above all other senses and 
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felt that the universe was governed by "the soul's eye." According to philosopher 
Richard Kearney, Aristotle considered "flesh" more than a mere "material organ, 

but a complex mediating membrane that accounts for our primary sendings and 

evaluations" (Kearney 2014). 
Although as Paterson (2007, 2) argues, "Touch is present within every single 

interaction with objects, and a considerable amount of interaction with people," 
because we tend to foreground both sight and sound, interactions involving touch 
are underexamined . Accordingly, "Touch is everywhere, yet almost nowhere is it 

discussed" (2007 , 2). Indeed as Ingold (2011, 145) argues "We perceive not with 
the eyes, the ears or the surface of the skin but with the whole body." 

Communications scholars have called for more studies of touch that go beyond 

self-reports in daily diaries or studies in experimental settings in which people 
are asked to respond to hypothetical examples of events (Jones and Yarbrough 
1985). While we know much about touch in infancy in mother-child interaction, 
we know little about the role of toµch among family members in intimate rela
tionships throughout the life cycle. Making use of videotapes of naturall y occur
ring interaction, I have argued that there is much to explore by examining the 
role of touch in the collaborative accomplishment of intimate relationships in the 
family. Forms of touch richly impact the emotional lives of family members , and 

are consequential for the co-construction of affective landscapes in the family. 
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Note 

1. But see, however Nishizaka (2007), Nishizaka and Sunaga (2015), Cekaite (2010, 

2015, 2016), Throop (2012) and Csordas (1990, 2008) and other work in sensorial 
anthropology. 
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